A ZDRY RE SCUE
N Y LON F RON T EN T RY

This is a standard front entry
drysuit made from high tenacity
nylon fabric for its strength and
durability but yet still quite light
in weight.
The high tenacity nylon is a popular choice
by fire and rescue services for its ability for
easy cleaning.

Featured with
Drysuit in nylon fabric, reflective bands, latex socks

A ZDRY RE SCUE
N Y LON F RON T EN T RY

This front entry suit is available
in both male and female sizes see
standard size chart.
Alternatively you can use our custom fit
service for bespoke suits. The suit is also
available in our cordura fabric range.

Front Dry Zip
The front zipper can be fitted
bottom or top closing, we use a
medium duty 8 pitch zip made by
BDM.
Usually front mounted zips are
protected via a Velcro zip flap
alternatively we also have a
secondary nylon zip cover.

Zip cover

Seal options
The drysuit comes with latex seals fitted as standard but
alternative seals are available which includes the latest
Silicone seal system for both neck and wrist seals.
The wrist seals have an oval ring system which is the same
circumference as a regular latex seal and the neck seal is
fitted via a locking ring system.
Neoprene seals are also available where we use the finest
neoprene from Yamamoto for its super stretch qualities.

Integrated Latex Socks
Latex socks are available in up to four sizes, alternatively we
also offer a fabric sock which is made to order in shoes sizes.
Steel boots and neoprene boots also available.

British made
All our suits have been developed for over 25 years
working with rescue agencies and industrial users to
give you what you require for your individual needs.

Materials and colours
All materials used by Azdry have a butyl laminate which
has resistance to oil, good flexibility with no cracking
down to minus 40° C and has the best gas proofing
abilities, better than any other polymer available.
Our material supplier we have used for over 25 years,
offer the best materials available today..

Red

Yellow

We have a 50 mm reflective tapes available which can
be sewn on to the arms, legs, across the back or where
preferred.
Heat reflective tape is also available in various widths as
well as heat transfer reflective lettering such as fire,
coastguard etc.

Boot Options
We have steel toecap and mid-sole boots available from
Dunlop and Bekina, the Dunlop purofort boot is in the
colour yellow in most shoe sizes and the Bekina Steplite
boot is in black only, most sizes available.

Upper Body - Nylon

Orange

Reflective Tapes

Royal

Lower Body - Nylon

Black
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